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Page 4 of 4 Discussion Matters We will add questions to the publisher if and when they will be available. In the meantime, use these LitLovers talking points to start discussing salt to sea... Then take off on your own: 1. Ruta Sedetis tells her story through four different characters. How do these four differ
from each other and, more importantly, what perspectives do they bring to this story? Why could the author choose four points of view as opposed to one narration?2. Follow the 1st question: Obviously, Alfred's least sympathetic character is he bordering on cartoonish in his villainy. What is his role in the
novel - what does he reveal about Germany's role in the latter stages of the war, and how does he help set events aboard the ship?3 Talk about how the relationship between Joanna, Emilia and Florian unfolds.4 Describe the conditions on William Gustloff. What were the hardest things to read about? 5.
Even knowing the outcome of history (this is a real historical event of life), you find yourself turning the page quickly? If so, how does Sepetys create suspense even when the result is known?6. How would you describe this story, despite its tragedy, as reassuring? (LitLovers questions. Please feel free to
use them, online off, with appropriation. At the top of the page (resume) For readers between shades of gray and all the light that we can not see, the bestselling author Ruth Sepetys returns to World War II in this epic novel that shines light on one of the most devastating wars, but unknown-tragedies. The
Second World War is coming to an end in East Prussia and thousands of refugees are on a desperate path to freedom, many with something to hide. Among them are Joan, Emilia and Florian, whose paths converge on the way to the ship that promises salvation, William Gustloff. Forced by circumstances
to unite, they find their strength, courage and trust in each other, tested at every turn closer to security. Just when it seems freedom is within their reach, tragedy strikes. Neither the country nor the culture, nor the status matter, as all ten thousand people on board must fight for the same thing: survival.
Narrated in alternating perspectives and perfect for fans of Anthony Doerr's Pulitzer Prize-winning All the Light We Can't See, Erik Larson's Dead Wake, and Elizabeth Vine's Printz Honor Book Code Name Verity, this masterful work of historical fiction inspired by the real tragedy that was the sinking of
Wilhelm Gustloff-the greatest maritime disaster in history. As in Between Shades of Grey, Ruta Sedetis unearths a shockingly little-known victim of a terrible war and proves that humanity can win even in the darkest hours. Less... Philomel Books Hardcover February 2016 400 Pages 9780399160301
$18.99 New York Times Bestseller Superlative ... Masterfully crafted... a powerful work of historical fiction. The Wall Street Journal (Sedetis) is a master of YA fiction ... She once again anchors a panoramic view tragedy in perspectives that feel deeply textured and immediate. - Entertainment Weekly
Forcing for Adult and Teen Readers. -New York Times Book Review Intimate, extraordinary, artfully crafted... Brilliant. -Awareness of shelf 1. Salt to the sea narrated in multiple first-person stories. How do you think this literary method strengthens history? If only one character was chosen to tell you what
you would choose and why? 2. As the novel opens and readers are introduced to each of the four protagonists, they say Joana, the guilt hunter. Florian says: Destiny is a hunter. Emilia shares: Shame on the hunter. And Alfred declares: Fear is a hunter. What makes this common refrain so powerful? How
do you capture the inner conflict of each of these characters at once? What role do guilt, destiny, shame and fear play in their lives? 3. Given the perspectives of each of the main characters, how does Salt to sea story about things that have been lost? What does each character find along the way? 4.
Repeated attention is drawn to Emilia's pink hat. What do you think the hat symbolizes? How else does color play a role in the book, how does it relate to history and its characters? 5. Describe Florian, Emilia, Joanna and Alfred. What makes them dynamic characters? What are their strengths and
weaknesses? Although each of them has its own unique history and come from different walks of life, how do they look like each other? 6. Why is Alfred unable to understand why Hannelore proudly proclaims, I am a Jew! when he tries to claim that half of them are part of the master race? What was your
reaction to what you learned about Alfred's role in the suspension of Hannelore and her father? 7. Describe Alfred in imaginary letters written by Hannelore. How is it different from Frick observed by those with whom he works and interacts on Wilhelm Gustloff? What does this ambivalent perspective say
about his character? 8. Why is Emilia trying to hide her pregnancy? How do her memories and fantasies of August Kleist help her to persevere in her trauma? 9. Florian's father says to him: You are Prussian. Make your own decisions, son. What does he mean? How do his words influence Florian's
decisions? In your opinion, Florian succeeds in all eyes on the advice of his father? 10. What is the meaning of the name Salt for the Sea? Given the magnitude of William Gustloff's tragedy, does it accurately describe the events and relationships depicted in the novel? Salt to the Sea is a historical fantasy
novel for young adults, published on February 2, 2016. This is Ruta Sedetis' third novel. As in Sedeti's other three novels, Salt to the Sea explores lost and forgotten stories. In particular, the focus is on the flooding of William Gustloff during Operation Hannibal, which occurred during World War II and
became the largest maritime evacuation in modern history. During the operation more than two million Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, ethnic Germans and residents of the East Prussian and Polish corridors were evacuated. Most of Gustloff's passengers were civilians, an estimated five thousand
children. Although there are many important stories of World War II, the Sepetys chose to focus on the story of William Gustloff, because while it is the deadliest disaster in maritime history, most people have never heard of it. Still, Salt at Sea enlivens the stories of war refugees, especially those who
aren't usually the focus of World War II stories. Thus, the novel questions which elements of the story are preserved and which are forgotten. She insists that it is important for us to preserve the memory of the victims and to give voice to survivors of historical tragedies. Sepetys is also designed for the
novel to be a means for readers from countries divided by history to unite in learning and memory. That's why she decided to tell the story through the eyes of four young people from different countries who are forced to leave their homes and everything they loved behind. Salt to the sea is important



because it highlights the perspectives of young people in order to tell the story of the refugees of the Second World War and the tragedy of William Gustloff. Salt at Sea has received widespread critical acclaim and won dozens of regional, national and international awards. The novel became a bestseller
#1 the New York Times, and Sedeti was awarded the Carnegie Medal of 2017, the UK's most prestigious children's book prize, for his novel. The book was also awarded to Amelia Elizabeth Walden in 2017. In 2017, Universal Pictures revealed that it had adapted Salt to the Sea in a movie, and the
Audition Library released it as an audiobook. 1 What function do the motives of the hunter and explosion serve in the Salt to the Sea? The author uses hunter and explosion motifs to draw strong parallelism between the four narrators in the first and final sections of the novel. At the beginning of the novel,
each of the four narrators hears the thud of gunfire or artillery. This concurrency emphasizes that, despite their different social positions under the Nazi regime, each of them bears an important resemblance. Each of them is a young man forcibly separated from his home and family because of the war.
Everyone is in danger and afraid of death. Moreover, each narrator bears a heavy burden after four years of war, and everyone feels persecuted by their emotional realities. 2 Salt to the sea is a work of historical fiction. What are some of the real historical events that the novel refers to? The novel refers to
real historical events such as operation Hannibal, during which more than two million Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, ethnic Germans and residents of East Prussia and Poland have been evacuated. Wilhelm Gustloff was a real ship involved in Operation Hannibal. It took off from the port of Gotenhaven
on January 30, 1945 with German officials and civilians, as well as refugees from Prussia, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Estonia and Croatia on board. The amber room is also real, although historians are still not sure what happened to its contents. The Prussian royal family created the Amber Room in 1701.
In 1716 they presented the room to emperor Peter I of Russia as a gift. 3 Why did Sedeti decide to tell the story through the eyes of several first-person narrators? Sepetys tells the story through the eyes of several first-person storytellers because she wants to represent different perspectives of young
people from different countries involved in World War II. Sedeti explains that the stories of World War II are often depicted in the harsh lines of black and white. However, understanding the story of each narrator, family dynamics and emotional realities helps the reader to understand that there is nothing
black and white. By understanding each narrator's different perspectives, we get a richer and more nuanced understanding of the story. 4 What does Emilia's pink hat represent? Emilia's pink hat is a symbol of survival and the rebirth of life, despite all the difficulties. The hat accompanies Emilia throughout
her journey. When the refugees in the cathedral seem to be a mass of gray faces, Emilia's bright pink hat stands out as a sign of life. After giving birth in the infirmary, Emilia no longer wears a hat. She feels separated from her child, remembering the trauma of rape. However, when Florian visits Emilia in
the infirmary, he finds her pink hat and puts it on the child, as if to show Emilia that the child is a symbol of Emilia's own survival and the survival of her Polish line. 5 Why did the Sedets decide to write about the tragic sink of William Gustloff? Although there are many important stories of World War II, the
Sepetys chose to focus on the story of William Gustloff, because while it is the deadliest disaster in maritime history, most people have never heard of it. Nevertheless, Salt at Sea brings to life the stories of millions of World War II refugees. Thus, Salt to the Sea questions which elements of history persist
and which are forgotten. She insists that it is important for us to preserve the memory of the victims and to give voice to survivors of historical tragedies. Tragedies. salt to the sea discussion questions and answers
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